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Dear member of the ACED,
Please find attached
(1) a draft Declaration, which should serve as the basis for the press conference in 

Brussels on 4 June,
(2) the technical documents and explanatory memorandum drafted by the Schuman Centre, 

which are to serve solely as background documents for the group and may be used at a 
future time when the IGC is on the way.
We will finalise the Declaration after the reactions of the group and the consequent 
amendments.
The meeting in Brussels will take place as announced on 3/4 June, closing with a press 
conference at 11:00 on Monday 4th.
Searching for a suitable location and size of a room, the best option available is an 
offer to use the premises of the Friedrich Ebert Foundation (Rue du Taciturne 38). In 
case you have any objections to this, please let us know before the end "of this week.
The technical details for registration will follow later.
^With kind regards
on behalf of G. Amato and S. Collignon,
Eva Heidbreder

Eva Heidbreder
RSCAS / European University Institute 
Via dei Roccettini 9
50016 San Domenico di Fiesole (FI) - Italy 
Tel: +39 339 8687 220
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D r a f t  f o r  t h e  D e c l a r a t io n  b y  t h e  
A c t io n  C o m m it t e e  o n  E u r o p e a n  D e m o c r a c y

The following is a draft proposalfor a declaration by the Action Committee on European Democracy 
ensuingfrom the results the group’s first meeting held at Tome on 29 and 30 September 2006.

The structure proposed by the draft f o r  a new treaty permits to incorporate the content o f  Part I o f  the Constitu
tional Treaty, to give obligatory value to Part II, to incorporate the substantial innovations o f  Part III, and to take 
up the innovations o f  Part II/. It is later to be complemented by a second Adaptive Treaty.

A technical annex, presently being developed by the Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies, will 
provide a table o f  correspondence between the dispositions o f  the Constitutional Treaty, those that will emerge in the 
new Consolidation Treaty, and those that will be either retained in the A ct o f  Adaptation or abandoned. It will 
also indicate those articles that shall either be incorporated within the act adapting the existing treaties, or 
be discarded.

This draft proposal also contains suggestions addressing a number o f  remaining open questions which require 
discussion by the Committee’s members.

1 Title for a reformulated treaty

The title must function across all official languages, and particularly avoid synonyms or terms that too closely re
semble the word “Constitution”. It should simultaneously remain acceptable fo r  those who above all wish to retain 
the contents o f  the Constitutional Treaty as well as fo r  those who wish to present to their electorate or nationalpar
liaments something that differs from  the ‘Treaty establishing a Constitution fo r  Europe”.

The Danish and Dutch versions o f  the Constitutional Treaty already employ the terms “gruondlov”, and “grond- 
wet”, literally meaning “basic treaty / loi fondamentale” (official translations o f  the German “Grundgesetf). 
This leads not only to the rejection o f  the title “basic law / loifondamentale” but even that o f  “basic treaty / traite 

fondamental”.

The alternatively proposed title is Treaty Consolidating the European Union. This title seemingly 
functions across all the languages, particularly in Dutch, English, Trench, German, Italian and Spanish. It 
conveys that the treaty is neither a revolutionary consent fo r  the Union, nor is it a rupture. It concurrently 
conveys that it is about strengthening the Union, which is the main objective o f  those who wish to maintain the 
hitherto acquired benefits. It furthermore allows fo r  the usage o f  an abbreviatedform: “consolidation treaty / 
traite de consolidation ”. The titles o f  the proposalfor a new treaty are rewsed in the same manner. As fo r  the 
second treaty, more technical in nature, which would capture the essential remaining contents o f  Tart III, the 
following name is proposed: Act adapting the Treaty establishing the European Community and 
the Treaty on the European Union (Adaptation Act).

2 Practical implications of the separation into two treaties

The draft proposes a special clause regarding its entry into effect in order to:

- separate in time the ratification processes o f  the Consolidation Treaty and that o f  the adaptation 
act; thus to limit solely to the Consolidation Treaty the fundamental debates and i f  necessary the 
most pressing solemn procedural issues, exclusively on to the Consolidation Treaty;

- prevent the reopening o f  negotiations regarding the issues settled in the Constitutional Treaty and 
as part o f  the global compromise o f  the Intergovernmental Conference 2003-2004.
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A ction C ommittee for European Democracy F irenze, 15-16 Dec. 2006

3 The Question of Referenda

It must to be emphasised that the referendum is a legal obligation in only one o f  the Member States o f  the Union — 
Ireland — and only applies in the case arise that the treaty may be considered as leading towards new transfers o f 
sovereignty. On the other hand, the fou r referenda that have already been held in 2005 and the commitments made 
by some governments to hold a referendum pose a political problem to which it would be risky to respond by way o f 
a solution that could be denounced as an attempt to deceiving the citizens’ vote cast in the referenda.

Nevertheless, the proposed Treaty Consolidating the European Union would not require a new referendum 
neither in Tuxembourg nor in Spain: from  a legal point o f  mew, those countries are under no obligation to hold a 
referendum, and this wouldfurthermore prove unnecessary from  a politicalperspective as long as the new treaty does 
not contain innovations that do not figure within the Constitutional Treaty, or that would suppress dispositions 
that may be considered as essential in terms o f  their entailing obligations fo r  Member States.

The Robert Schuman Centre is currently undertaking a project to evaluate the legal, technical and political 
feasibility o f  a pan-European consultative referendum that could precede the start o f  the national ratification proce
dures, and the solemn signature o f  the treaty. Such a solution should allow fo r  added democratic legjtimacy to the 
drafting o f  a new treaty without simultaneously impeding the process in case a majority o f  voters should pronounce 
themselves in favour o f  the “no ” vote in a limited number ofMember States.
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- D r a ft  P r o po sa l  -

D e c l a r a t i o n  b y  t h e

A c t i o n  C o m m i t t e e  f o r  E u r o p e a n  D e m o c r a c y

1. In order to find a way out of the crisis in which the European Union finds itself, the 
Action Committee f o r  European Democracy proposes to adopt a Treaty Consolidating the 
European Union. This Consolidation Treaty would take into account the obligations sub
scribed to by the Member States upon the signing of their Heads’ of State and Government 
of the Treaty establishing a Constitution fo r  Europe on 29 October 2004; it furthermore address 
concerns expressed throughout the ratification procedures of the Treaty, which led a signifi
cant number of voters to pronounce themselves against the Constitutional Treaty during the 
referenda, although a net majority of 4 million voters has approved the Treaty in Spain, 
France, Netherlands and Luxemburg. A solution to Europe’s crisis must respect the majori- 
tarian will of Europe’s citizens as well as the blocking minority. The Consolidation Treaty 
would incorporate the main innovations of the Constitutional Treaty of 29 October 2004 
which represented, relative to the Treaties establishing the European Community and on the 
European Union, important progress for both for the European Union and its Member 
States. It would further include supplemental reforms relative to the progress already 
achieved by the 2002-2003 European Convention and the 2003-2004 Intergovernmental 
Conference, allowing to better address voter concerns for democracy.

A. Structure and Content of a Consolidation Treaty

2. This Consolidation Treaty would be shorter than the 2004 Constitutional Treaty, cut
ting out provisions that relate to controversial contents of policies and focusing instead on 
procedural rules for policy-making. It would be edited in such a manner as to render its con
tents immediately comprehensible for the European populations. It would be accompanied 
by two protocols:

- a protocol relative to the role of national Parliaments and the control of the principles of 
subsidiarity and proportionality;

- a protocol relative to the creation of an Act Adapting the Treaty establishing the European 
Community and the Treaty on the European Union. This adaptation would render the Treaty of 
Rome and the Treaty of Maastricht — as last modified by the Treaty of Nice — conform to 
the provisions of the Consolidation Treaty, on the basis of work completed by the 2002- 
2003 the European Convention and the 2003-2004 Intergovernmental Conference. This 
adaptation act, technical in nature, would carry the necessary consequences of the innova
tions included in the Consolidation Treaty.

3. The Consolidation Treaty should be signed in due time [so that the ratification process 
shall have been completed prior to the 2009 European Parliamentary elections and so that it 
may take effect upon these election].1

1 In case that the members o f the Committee would agree in principle on a consultative referen
dum, but also that the most adequate practical solution would be to bind the consultative vote to the elec
toral vote for the members o f the European Parliament, the part o f the sentence put in brackets could be
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4. The Consolidation Treaty would incorporate the contents of the innovative provi
sions of Part I of the Constitutional Treaty concerning the efficiency of institutions, their 
competences and decision-making procedures. It would provide the Charter o f  Fundamental 
Rights o f  the Union with legal force, thereby fulfilling the objective of Part II of the Constitu
tional Treaty (taking up the revised version of Part II). It would furthermore incorporate the 
innovative provisions of Part III, aside from those which merely draw forth consequences of 
Part I, and whose content already figures within the framework of the Treaties of Rome and 
Maastricht, as modified by the Treaty of Nice. It would also incorporate the innovative pro
visions put forth in Part IV by adapting them along the nature of the Consolidation Treaty. 
The Consolidation Treaty, however, would neither take up the preamble of the Constitu
tional Treaty, nor the provisions concerning the values and objectives of the Union. Instead 
of these elements, the Consolidation Treaty could refer to the Declaration o f  Berlin on the 50th 
anniversary of the Treaty of Rome. To the extent that the provisions on values and objec
tives prove necessary to the functioning of the Union from a technical and legal point of 
view, these may be incorporated within the act adapting the current Treaties.

5. The Consolidating Treaty would be drafted along the following structure:

Title I
The Foundations of the European Union:
Fundamental Rights and the Rule of Law 2

1. Fundamental Rights [binding legal force to the Charter; adherence to the European Convention 
o f  Euman Rights; principle o f  equality and non-discrimination, <f. Art III-118]

2. Principles to be respected by Member States [including the procedure fo r  temporary suspen
sion o f  membership — ART 6 TEU]

3. Relations between the Union and its Member States [including the principles o f  primacy 
subsidiarity andproportionality]

4. Solidarity Clause
5. Union Membership

Title II
A More Efficient and Democratic Union

Chapter 1
Reinforcing the Union’s Institutions and Bodies

1. The Institutional framework of the European Union [list]
2. The European Council
3. The European Parliament
4. The European Commission

replaced by “the treaty would be subject to a consultation o f the citizens o f the European Union at the 
same time as the elections to the European Parliament in 2009, as a prelude to ratification” .

Les fondements de l’Union europeenne : droits fondamentaux et Etat de droit — Die Grundlagen 
der Europaischen Union : Grundrechte und Rechtsstaalichkeit — I fondamenti dell’Unione Europea : 
diritti fondamentali e stato di diritto -  Los fundamentos de la Union: derechos fundamentales y Estado de 
derecho — De grondlagen van de Europese Unie: grondrechten en rechtsstaat, etc.
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5. The Council of Ministers
6. The Union Minister of External Affairs
7. The European Court of Justice
8. The European Central Bank
9. The other institutions and bodies

Chapter 2
Advancing Democracy in the European Union

1. Union Citizenship
2. The principle of representative democracy
3. The ordinary legislative procedure
4. The principle of participatory democracy and the citizen initiative
5. The participation of national Parliaments
6. The principle of openness
7. The European Ombudsman
8. The relations with the social partners, churches and non-confessional organisations

Chapter 3
Ensuring the Efficiency of the European Union

1. The decision-making procedures of the European Parliament, the Council and the 
European Council

2. Special procedures [special legislative procedures, reinforced majorities etc.]
3. Enhanced cooperation
4. The open method of coordination
5. The budget and the finances of the Union
6. The principle of consistency [cf. Art. III-115]
7. Administrative cooperation

Chapter 4
Clarification and Simplification of the Union’s Legal order

1. Legal personality of the Union
2. Union competences [including the flexibility clause]
3. The legal acts of the Union
4. Relation with the Treaties establishing the European Community and on the European 

Union3
5. The revision procedures

In case the adaptation act would opt for the revision and merging o f the Treaty o f Rome and 
M aastricht into one single text, this provision would change to: The relations between the consolidating 
treaty and the act o f adaptation.
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Title III
The European Union Facing the Challenges of the Twenty First Century''

Chapter 1
Reinforcing the Common Foreign and Security Policy

1. The objectives and instruments of the CFSP
2. The external action service
3. The Union and its neighbours
4. Humanitarian aid

Chapter 2
Developing a Common Security and Defence Policy

1. The objectives and instruments of the CSDP
2. The European Defence Agency
3. The entrustment of executive tasks to a group of Member States
4. The permanent structured cooperation

Chapter 3
Strengthening the Area of Freedom, security and J ustice

1. The objectives of the Area of Freedom, Security and Justice
2. The principle of mutual recognition
3. Police cooperation and judicial cooperation in criminal matters
4. Judicial cooperation in civil matters
5. Civil protection

Chapter 4
Securing the Social Market Economy

1. The objectives of the economic and monetary policy [cf. Art 111-177- 4 EC Treaty]
2. Fundamental freedoms and non-discrimination
3. The Eurogroup [cf. Art. III-194 to 196\
4. Reinforcing the Union’s competitiveness [open method o f  coordination and enhanced cooperation 

linked to the Usbon Agenda + intellectualproperty rights, cf. Art. I l l -176\
5. The European social model and services of general economic interest [f. A rt III- 117 and 

III-122]
6. Energy, space, and industry

4 L’Union europeenne face aux defis du vingt-et-unieme siecle — Die Europaische Union vor den
Herausforderungen des einundzwanzigsten Jahrhunderts — L’Unione europea davanti alle sfide del ven- 
tunnesimo secolo — La Union europea en frente a los desafios de siglo veintiuno — De Europese Unie 
voor de eruitvorderingen van de twintigste Eeuw.
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Title IV
Final Provisions

1. Scope
2. Duration
3. Act adapting the Treaties establishing the European Community and on the European 

Union
4. Protocols
5. Ratification and entry into force
6. Authentic texts and translations

*

The article on the ratification and entry into force could be revised along the following:
1. The present Treaty shall be ratified b j the High Contracting Parties according to their respec

tive constitutional requirements. The instruments o f  ratification shall be deposited with the 
Government o f  the Italian Republic.

2. This Treaty shall enter into force on the first day o f  the second month following the deposit o f 
the instrument o f  ratification by the last signatory State to take this step.

3. Those provisions o f  the present Treaty, which cannot replace corresponding provisions o f  the 
Treaties establishing the European Community and on the European Union without further 
adaptations o f  these Treaties, will become applicable with the entry into effect o f  the Act 
adapting the Treaties establishing the European Community and on the European Union.

4. The High Contracting Parties assume without further delay the procedures necessary fo r  
ratification o f  this Treaty.

The article on the Act of adaptation could be drafted as follows:
With the signing o f  the present Treaty, an Intergovernmental Conference will assemble on the level o f  
representatives o f  the foreign affairs ministers, in order to propose the indispensable amendments fo r  
the Treaty establishing the European Community and fo r  the Treaty on the European Union, in 
accordance with protocol number 2 annexed to the present Treaty. Those proposals will be assembled 
in an A ct adapting the Treaties establishing the European Community and on the European Un
ion, which will be adopted and will take effect along the terms o f  Article 48 o f  the Treaty on the 
European Union.

Protocol number 2 regarding the adaptation o f  the Treaty establishing the European Community and the 
Treaty on the European Union would be revised so as to ensure that the Intergovernmental 
Conference would complete its work within a brief time span and that it would employ as 
the basis for its work the Final Act of 29 October 2004 which includes the Treaty establish
ing a Constitution for Europe, along with its annexed the protocols and declarations. The 
protocol would specify the provisions of the Consolidation Treaty which would immediately 
replace the corresponding provisions in the Treaties of Rome and Maastricht, as revised by 
the Treaty of Nice, and which provisions would come to apply only once the Act of adapta
tion comes into effect.
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B. Proposals for Reflection on supplementary reforms beyond the 
INNOVATIONS OF THE EUROPEAN CONVENTION OF 2002-2003 AND THE 
Intergovernmental Conference of 2003-2004

i Ratification related to a pan-European consultative referendum
Expecting the work by Robert Schuman Centre; could be helpful to over
come resistance from veto players

ii Reform o f the Commission; Election o f the European Commission’s President?
Reform by 2009 is inscribed into the Nice Treaty; Sarkozy proposal

iii Social Protocol?
Is it helpful to enlist support or alienating others? Should we focus on procedural 
rules or open the debate on content?

iv EU Tax to strengthen own resources o f the Union and overcome the net-contribution debate 
Reforming the present system of EU finances is paramount for the Union’s effi
ciency.

v Provisions fo r the procedures fo r a future Constitutional Treaty ? The idea is in the public do
main (Sarkozy; DGB).
Without fixed date? The article on duration could be drafted in this spirit:
This Treaty is concluded for an unlimited period. It will remain in effect unless it will 
replaced by a European Union Constitution, approved by the States and citizens of 
the European Union

vi The role o f the European Parliament in enhanced cooperation

etc.: Please contribute your thoughts!
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A v a n t  p r o je t  d e  D e c l a r a t io n

DU COMITE D’ACTION POUR LA DEMOCRATIE EUROPEENNE

L ’avant-projet de declaration qui suit est le nsultat des discussions du Comite d’Action pour la Demo
cratic Europeenne d Rome les 29 et 30 septembre 2006.

1m  structure proposee pour un nouveau traite permet de reprendre le contenu de la partie I  du traite constitu- 
tionnel, de donner force juridique a la partie II, d ’incorporer les innovations substantielles de la partie III, et 
de reprendre les innovations de la partie IV.

Une annexe technique en cours de realisation par le Centre Robert Schuman donnera un tableau de 
correspondance entre les dispositions du traite constitutionnel, celles qui figureraient dans le traite de consolida
tion et celles qui seraient soit reprises dans I’acte d 'adaptation soit abandonees.

Uavant-projet contient de plus des propositions en repons e a la plupart des questions res tees ouvertes, qui 
devraient etre discutees par les membres du Comite d 'action :

1 Denomination du traite reformule

La denomination devra fonctionner dans toutes les langues offcielles, et en particulier eviter les sjnonymes ou 
termes trop proches du mot Constitution, tout en etant a la fo is acceptable pour ceux qui veulent avant tout 
garder les acquis du traite constitutionnel et pour ceux qui souhaitent presenter a leurs electeurs ou parlements 
quelque chose de different du « traite etablissant une Constitution pour l’Europe ».

Les versions danoise et neerlandaise du traite constitutionnel utilisent les termes « grundlov» et 
« grondwet» — c ’est-a-dire litteralement « loi fondamentale / basic law » (traductions officielles de 
I’allemand « Grundgesetz »). Ceci conduit a ecarter non seulement la denomination de <rloi fondamen
tale / basic law », mais meme celle de « traite fondamental / basic treaty ».

La denomination proposee est celle de « Traite consolidant l’Union europeenne / Treaty 
consolidating the European Union». Cette denomination fonctionne semble-t-il dans toutes les lan
gues et en particulier en allemand, anglais, espagnol, franfais, it alien et neerlandais1. Llle fa it ressortir qu’il 
ne s'agit pas d ’un accord revolutionnaire pour I’Union, ni meme d ’une rupture. Llle fa it en meme temps 
ressortir qu’il s'agit de renforcer I’Union, ce qui est I’objectif prindpal de ceux qui veulent maintenir les ac
quis. Llle permet egalement I’utilisation d ’une forme abremee : « traite de consolidation / consolida
tion treaty2 ». Les titres de la proposition de nouveau traite sont rediges dans le meme esprit. Quant au 
second traite, de nature plus technique, qui reprendrait le reste du contenu de la partie III, il est propose de le 
denommer « Acte d’adaptation du traite instituant la Communaute europeenne et du 
traite sur l’Union europeenne / Act adapting the Treaty establishing the European 
Community and the Treaty on the European Union ».

1 Vertrag zur Konsolidierung der Europaischen Union -Tratado por el que se consolida la Union euro
pea — Trattato che consolida l’Unione Europea -  Verdrag ter konsolidering van de Europese Unie, etc.

Konsolidierungsvertrag, Tratado de consolidation, Trattato di consolidazione, Konsoliderings- 
verdrag etc.
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2 Consequences pratiques de la separation en deux traites

Le projet contient une proposition pour une clause specifique d ’entree en mgueur quipermettrait :

de separer dans le temps les processus de ratification du traite de consolidation et celui de I’acte 
d ’adaptation, et done de reserver au seul traite de consolidation les debats de fond et le cas echeant les 
procedures plus solennelles;

d ’eviter la reouverture des negociations sur les questions pour lesquelles le traite constitutionnel est le 
resultat du compromis global dans le cadre de la conference intergouvemementale 2003-2004.

3 La  question des referendums
II faut souligner que le referendum ne resulte d ’une obligation juridique que pour un seul des Etats membres 
de I’Union, I’lrlande — et seulement au cas oii le traite peut etre considere comme conduisant a de nouveaux 
transferts de souverainete. En revanche les quatre referendums qui ont deja eu lieu en 2005 et les engagements 
pris par un certain nombre de gouvemements quant a la tenue d ’un referendum dans leur pays posent un 
probleme politique auquel il serait risque de tenter de repondre par une solution qui pourrait etre denoncee 
comme un tour de passe-passe.

En tout etat de cause, la proposition de Traite consolidant I’Union europeenne ne necessiterait pas un nou
veau referendum en Espagne ni au Euxembourg: du point de vue juridique il n ’j  a pas dans ces pays 
d ’obligation de recourir au referendum, et du point de vue politique il cela ne serait pas necessaire non plus, 
etant donne que le nouveau traite ne contient pas d ’innovation qui ne figurait pas dans le traite constitution
nel, ni de suppression de dispositions qui puissent etre considerees comme essentielles du point de vue des obli
gations qu’elle entrainentpour les Etats membres.

Des travaux sont en cours au Centre Robert Schuman pour evaluer la faisabilite juridique, technique et 
politique d ’un referendum europeen consultatif qui pourrait preceder I’ouverture des procedures de ratifica
tion nationales, voire la signature solennelle du traite. Une telle solution devrait permettre de donner un sup
plement de legitimite democratique a l ’elaboration du nouveau traite sans pour autant bloquer le processus au 
cas ou la majorite des votants se prononceraientpour le non dans un nombre limite d ’Etats membres.
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- Avant projet de -

Declaration du Comite d’Action pour la Democratie Europeenne

1. Pour sortir de la crise dans laquelle se trouve l’Union europeenne, le Comite d’Action 
pour la Democratie Europeenne propose l’adoption d’un « Traite consolidant I’Union euro
peenne ». Ce traite de consolidadon prendrait en compte les engagements souscrits par les 
Etats membres du fait de l’apposition de la signature de leurs Chefs d’Etats et de gouverne- 
ment au traite etablissant une Consdtution pour l’Europe le 29 octobre 2004; il repondrait 
de plus aux inquietudes exprimees a l’occasion des procedures de ratification de ce traite, qui 
ont conduit en particulier un nombre important d’electeurs a se prononcer contre le traite 
constitutionnel alors qu’au total une majorite 4 millions d’electeurs a approuve le traite en 
Espagne, France, Luxembourg et Pays-Bas. Une solution a la crise europeenne doit respecter 
a la fois la volonte majoritaire des peuples d’Europe et les minorites de blocage. Le traite de 
consolidation reprendrait les principales innovations du traite etablissant une Constitution 
pour l’Europe du 29 octobre 2004, qui representaient, par rapport aux traites instituant la 
Communaute europeenne et sur l’Union europeenne, des progres importants tant pour 
l’Union europeenne que pour ses Etats membres. II comprendrait egalement de reformes 
supplementaires par rapport aux progres deja realises par la Convention europeenne de 
2002-2003 et la conference intergouvernementale de 2003-2004, permettant de mieux re- 
pondre aux inquietudes des electeurs en matiere de democratie.

A Forme et contenu du traite de consolidation

2. Ce traite de consolidation serait plus court que le traite constitutionnel de 2004, lais- 
sant de cote les dispositions contestees relatives au contenu des politiques, et se concentrant 
sur les procedures de decision. II serait redige de fapon a en rendre la portee immediatement 
comprehensible pour les peuples d’Europe. II serait accompagne de deux protocoles :

- un protocole relatif au role des Parlements nationaux et au controle des principes de 
subsidiarite et de proportionnalite ;

- un protocole relatif a Γ elaboration d’un Acte d ’adaptation du traite instituant la Communaute 
europeenne et du traite sur I’Union europeenne. Cet acte d’adaptation rendrait le traite de Rome et 
le traite de Maastricht — tel que modifies en dernier lieu par le traite de Nice — conformes 
aux dispositions du traite de consolidation, sur la base du travail accompli par la Conven
tion europeenne de 2002-2003 et la conference intergouvernementale de 2003-2004. Cet 
acte d’adaptation, de nature technique, tirerait les consequences des nouveautes introdui- 
tes par le traite de consolidation.
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3. Le traite de consolidation devrait etre signe en temps utile pour que [les procedures 
de ratification soient terminees avant l’election du Parlement europeen de 2009 et qu’il 
puisse done entrer en vigueur des cette election3].

4. Le traite de consolidation reprendrait le contenu des dispositions innovatrices de la 
partie I du traite constitutionnel relatives aux institutions, a leurs competences et a leurs pro
cedures de decision. II donnerait valeur juridique a la Charte des droits fondamentaux de 
l’Union europeenne, realisant ainsi l’objet de la Partie II du traite constitutionnel. II repren
drait egalement les dispositions innovatrices de la Partie III autres que celles qui tirent sim- 
plement les consequences de la Partie I et dont le contenu figurait deja dans les traites de 
Rome et de Maastricht, tel que modifies en dernier lieu par le traite de Nice. II reprendrait 
egalement les dispositions innovatrices de la partie IV en les adaptant a la nature du traite de 
consolidation. II ne reprendrait par contre ni le preambule du traite constitutionnel, ni les 
dispositions relatives aux valeurs et objectifs de FUnion. Au lieu de ces elements, le traite de 
consolidation pourrait faire reference a la Declaration de Berlin sur le 50eme anniversaire du 
traite de Rome. Dans la mesure ou les dispositions relatives aux valeurs et objectifs sont ne- 
cessaires au fonctionnement de l’Union du point de vue technique et juridique, elles pour- 
raient etre reprises dans Facte d’adaptation des traites actuels.

5. Le traite de consolidation serait redige selon la structure qui su it:

Titre I
Les fondements de l’Union europeenne :
DROITS FONDAMENTAUX ET ETAT DE DROIT4

1. Droits fondamentaux [valeur obligatoire de la Charte; adhesion a la Convention europeenne des 
droits de I’homme; principe d ’egalite et non discrimination if. art. III-l 18]

2. Principes devant etre respectes par les Etats membres \y compris la procedure de suspen
sion temporaire\

3. Relations entre FUnion et ses Etats membres \y compris les principes de primaute, de suhsi- 
diarite et de proportionnalite]

4. Clause de solidarite
5. Appartenance a FUnion

Au cas ou les membres du Comite s’accorderaient sur le principe d’un referendum consultatif, mais 
aussi sur l’idee que la solution pratique la plus adequate serait de coupler le vote referendaire au vote pour 
l’election des membres du Parlement europeen, ce membre de phrase pourrait etre remplace par « le traite soit 
soumis a une consultation des peuples europeens au moment de l’election du Parlement europeen de 2009, 
comme prealable aux procedures de ratification nationales ».

Die Grundlagen der Europaischen Union : Grundrechte und Rechtsstaalichkeit -  I fondamenti 
dell’Unione Europea : diritti fondamentali e stato di diritto -  Los fundamentos de la Union: derechos funda- 
mentales y Estado de derecho -  De grondlagen van de Europese Unie: grondrechten en rechtsstaat, etc.
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Titre II
Une Union plus efficace et plus democratique5

Chapitre 1
Renforcer Les institutions et organes de l’Union

1. Cadre institutionnel [liste\
2. Le Conseil europeen
3. Le Parlement europeen
4. Le Conseil des ministres
5. La Commission europeenne
6. Le Ministre des Affaires Etrangeres de l’Union
7. La Cour de Justice europeenne
8. La Banque Centrale Europeenne
9. Les autres institutions et organes

Chapitre 2
Developper la democratie dans l’Union europeenne

1. La citoyennete de l’Union
2. Le principe de la democratie representative
3. La procedure legislative ordinaire
4. Le principe de la democratie participative et l’initiative citoyenne
5. La participation des Parlements nationaux
6. Le principe de transparence
7. Le Mediateur europeen
8. Le rapports avec les partenaires sociaux, les Eglises et les organisations non confes- 

sionnelles

Chapitre 3
Garantir l’efficacite de l’Union europeenne

1. La procedure de decision du Conseil et du Conseil europeen
2. Les procedures speciales {procedures legislatives speciales, majontes renforcees etcl\
3. Les cooperations renforcees
4. La methode ouverte de coordination
5. Le budget et les finances de l’Union

Eine mehr demokratische Union damit Europa Resultate liefert — Una Unione piu democratica per 
assicurare l’Europa dei Risultati -  Una Union mas democratica para asegurar l’Europa de los resultados — Een 
meer demokratische Unie om het Europa van resultaten the verzekeren.
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6. Le principe de coherence \cf art. III-115\
7. La cooperation administrative

Chapitre 4
Clarifier et simplifier l’ordre juridique de l’Union

1. La personnalite juridique de l’Union
2. Les competences de l’Union J'y compris la clause deflexibility
3. Les actes juridiques de l’Union
4. Les rapports avec les traites instituant la Communaute et sur FUnion europeenne6
5. Les procedures de revision

Titre III
L’Union europeenne face aux defis du vingt-et-unieme siecle7

Chapitre 1
Renforcer la politique etrangere et de securite commune

1. Les objectifs et instruments de la PEC
2. Le service d’action exterieure
3. L’Union et son proche voisinage
4. L’aide humanitaire

Chapitre 2
Developper la politique commune de securite et de defense

1. Les objectifs et instruments de la PSD
2. L’agence Europeenne de defense
3. Les missions confiees a un groupe d’Etats membres
4. La cooperation permanente structuree

Chapitre 3
Fortifier l’espace de liberte, de securite et de justice

1. Les objectifs de l’espace de liberte, de securite et de justice
2. Le principe de confiance mutuelle

6 Au cas ou l’Acte d’adaptation opterait p o u r  la r e fo n te  d e s  tra ites d e  R om e e t  d e  M aastrich t en  un
seu l, c e  p o in t  d e v i e n d r a i t : Les rapports entre le traite de consolidation et l’acte d’adaptation.

Die Europaische Union vor den Herausforderungen des einundzwanzigsten Jahrhunderts -  L’Unione 
europea davanti alle sfide del ventunnesimo secolo -  La Union europea en frente a los desafios de siglo vein- 
tiuno — De Europese Unie voor de eruitvorderingen van de twintigste EEUW.
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3. La cooperation policiere et judiciaire en matiere criminelle
4. La cooperation judiciaire en matiere civile
5. La protection civile

CHAPITRE 4

GARANTIR L’ECONOMIE SOCIALE DE MARCHE

1. Les objectifs de la politique economique et monetaire commune [f. artIII-177- 4 
traite CE]

2. Les libertes fondamentales et la non-discrimination
3. L’Eurogroupe [cf. art. III-194 a 196]
4. Le renforcement de la competitivite de FUnion [methode ouverte de coordination et coopera

tions renforcees liees ά Γagenda de Lisbonne + droits de la propriete intellectuelle cf. art. I l l -176]
5. Le modele social europeen et les services d’interet economique general [cf. art III- 

117 et 111-122]
6. L’Energie, l’espace, et l’industrie

Titre IV
Dispositions finales

1. Champ duplication territorial
2. Duree
3. Acte d’adaptation des traites instituant la Communaute europeenne et sur FUnion 

europeenne
4. Protocoles
5. Ratification et entree en vigueur
6. Textes authentiques et traductions

*

L’article sur la ratification et l’entree en vigueur pourrait etre redige comme suit:
1. Le present traite sera ratifie par les Hautes Parties Contractantes, conformement a leurs regies 
constitutionnelles respectives. Hes instruments de ratification seront deposes aupres du gouvemement 
de la PJpublique italienne.
2. He present traite entrera en vigueur le premier jou r du deuxieme mois suivant le depot de 
I’instrument de ratification de I’Etat signataire quiprocedera le dernier a cette formalite.
3. Les dispositions du present traite qui ne peuvent pas se substituer aux dispositions correspondan- 
tes du traite instituant la Communaute europeenne et du traite sur I’Union europeenne sans autres 
adaptations desdits traites seront applicables a partir de Γentree en vigueur de I’acte adaptant le trai
te instituant la Communaute europeenne et au traite sur I’Union europeenne.
4. Les Hautes Parties Contractantes engagent sans delai les procedure necessaires a la ratification 
du present traite.
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L’article sur l’Acte d’adaptation pourrait etre redige comme suit:
Des la signature du present traite, m e conference intergouvemementale se reunit au niveau de repre- 
sentants des ministres des affaires etrangeres pour proposer les adaptations indispensables au traite 
insdtuant la Communaute europeenne et au traite sur I’Union europeenne, conformement au proto
cole n° 2 annexe au present traite. Ces propositions seront rassemblees dans un Acte d ’adaptation 
des traites instituant la Communaute europeenne et sur I’Union europeenne, qui sera adopte et entre- 
ra en vigueur conformement ά Γarticle 48 du traite sur I’Union europeenne.

Le Protocole n°2 sur Γadaptation du traite instituant la Communaute europeenne et au traite sur I’Union 
europeenne serait redige de maniere a garantir que la conference intergouvemementale acheve 
ses travaux dans des delais rapides et qu’elle prenne pour base de travail l’Acte final du 29 
octobre 2004, qui contient le traite etablissant une Constitution pour l’Europe, avec les pro
tocoles et declarations annexees. Le protocole preciserait quelles sont les dispositions du 
traite de consolidation qui se substitueraient immediatement aux traites de Rome et de Maas
tricht revises par le traite de Nice, et quelles dispositions verraient leur entree en vigueur 
subordonnee a celle de Facte d’adaptation.
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B  P r o p o s it io n s  d e  r e f o r m e s  s u p p l e m e n t a ir e s  p a r  r a p p o r t  a u x

PROGRES DEjA REALISES PAR LA CONVENTION EUROPEENNE DE 2002-2003 ET LA 
CONFERENCE INTERGOUVERNEMENTALE DE 2003-2004

i. Ratification en relation avec un referendum consultatif paneuropeen
En l’attente des travaux du Centre Robert Schuman. Pourrait etre utile pour surmon- 
ter la resistance d’acteurs dotes de pouvoirs de veto.

ii. Reforme de la Commission europeenne; Election du President de la Commission europeenne ?
Une reforme pour 2009 est necessaire selon le traite de Nice ; propositions Sarko2y.

Hi. Protocole social ?
Serait-ce utile pour rassembler des soutiens ou bien cela risquerait-il d’en rejeter ? 
Devrions-nous nous concentrer sur des regies de procedure ou bien ouvrir le debat 
sur le contenu ?

iv. Impot europeenpour renforcer les ressources propres de I’Union et surmonter le debat sur les contri
butions nettes
Une reforme du systeme present budgetaire est essentiel pour l’efficacite de l’Union

v. Propositions de procedure pour un futur traite constitutionnelOeErai deja ouvert dans l’opinion 
(Sarkozy, DGB)
Sans fix er de date IE'article sur la duree pourrait etre redige de la maniere qui su it:
Le present traite est conclu pour une duree illimitee. II restera en vigueur tant qu’il 
n’aura pas ete remplace par une Constitution de l’Union europeenne, approuvee par 
les Etats et les citoyens de l’Union europeenne

vi. RJle du parlement dans les cooperations renforcees 

etc. Routes les suggestions sont les bienvenues!
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Feasibility Study
for a New Treaty and supplementary Protocols 

to Take Over the Substance of the Constitutional Treaty

— Explanatory Memorandum —

This feasibility study responds to the request made by the ACED to the Robert Schuman Centre at its 
Berlin meeting of 23 and 24 February 2004.

The study explains the options explored for drafting a New treaty that would take over the “substance” of 
the Constitutional treaty, as well as the options explored for drafting protocols amending the presently 
applicable treaties. The actual results of applying the most interesting of these options are presented as 
Annexes tq t̂his memorandum.

This feasibility exercise is being done “a droit constant’, drawing upon existing clauses of the Constitutional 
treaty, and upon existing clauses of the presently applicable treaties, i.e. the Treaty on the European 
Union (TEU) and the Treaty establishing the European Community (TEC), as amended by the Nice 
treaty. It tries and addresses the questions which have arisen from die consultations between the German 
Presidency and the member states as far as some changes of formulations of the Constitutional treaty are 
concerned.

The study does not deal with the question of drafting new texts which could be added to the substance of 
the Constitutional treaty and to the presendy applicable treaties, as for instance clauses on climate change. 
If the ACED wants to make proposals in this respect, this will be dealt with in a specific section of the 
final document that will be presented to the public in early June. The study only addresses the issue of the 
location of such clauses: where would they best be placed in the text of the New treaty and/or protocols?
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Sum m ary  presen tatio n  of th e  explored  options

O ptio n s fo r  t h e  N e w  t r e a t y

Four options have been explored for the text of the New treaty. All four options would enable to take 
over all the innovations contained in the Constitutional treaty, with the exception of symbolic changes like 
the title of the treaty or the symbols of the Union.

■ Th^preferrecJ)option that comes out of this study (Annex 1) consists in a N ew  tr ea ty  o f  70 a r t ic le s  
o r g a n is e d  in  X I T itles, w ith  a to ta l o f  a b ou t 12 800 w o rd s  in the French version (as opposed to 
the 448 articles with a total of about 63 000 words of the Constitutional treaty), plus the protocols 
which are accompanying the constitutional treaty (especially protocols n° 1 on national parliaments 
and n° 2 on subsidiarity and proportionality). The New Treaty is taking over the text of Part I of the 
Constitutional treaty, with 4 kinds of small modifications. The Charter of Fundamental Rights gets 
binding force by means of a single clause and is thus not reproduced in the text of the Treaty. The 
innovations of Part III are transformed into a m en d m en ts  to  th e  ex i t in g  trea tie s , b y  m ea n s  o f  tw o  
su p p lem en ta r y  p r o to co ls .

A fter co n s o lid a t io n  of the amendments, the EU would be governed by tw o  tr ea t ie s  a n d  th e  
Chattel*·. The New treaty’s text (almost identical to the text of Part I) would replace the text of the 
TEU; the amended TEC would contain all the elements on policies of the Union and details of the 
functioning of the institutions (which corresponds to the content of Part III).

!us accompanying protocols. It would be to a 
ew treaty would be longer, as it also would

A second option would also consist in a New treaty 
certain extent similar to the preferred option, but th 
include a number of clauses which are to be found in Part III of the Constitutional treaty. The 
protocols would therefore be somewhat shorter than with the preferred option. The New treaty 
would have a to ta l o f  86 a r t i c le s  a n d  a b o u t18 000 w o rd s  in the French version.

A fter co n s o lid a t io n  of the amendments the EU would be governed by tw o  tr ea tie s  a n d  th e  
Chattel*, as in the preferred option. The TEU would be somewhat longer than with the preferred 
option (almost identical to the text of Part I, plus a number of innovations taken over from Part III), 
and there would be a smaller number of clauses of institutional nature in the TEC (which would 
correspond to the rest of Part III).

* A third option would again consist in a New treaty plus accompanying protocols. It would be quite 
similar to the preferred option as far as the text of the New treaty and protocols are concerned, with 
one important difference: The New treaty would not be intended to replace the present TEU, but to 
complement both the amended TEU and the amended TEC. Therefore after consolidation of the 
amendments, the EU would be governed by three treaties (instead of two) and the Charter ) i.e. the 
New treaty (almost identical to the text of Part I), the amended TEU (which would only contain 
clauses relating to the present second and third pillar) and the amended TEC (largely corresponding 
to the content of Part III, the rest of which would be in the amended TEU).

■ A fourth option would consist in one single New treaty, without new protocols. This treaty would only 
contain amendments to the present treaties, i.e. a list of amendments to 60 out of the 63 articles of the

1 Plus the usual protocols and the Eutatom treaty.
2 Plus the usual protocols and the Euratom treaty.
3 Plus the usual protocols and the Euratom treaty.
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treaty on the European Union, and a list of amendments to 217 out of 317 articles the treaty 
establishing the European Community. This number would be reached by renouncing to amendments 
to 80 articles of the TEC, for which the wording of Part III of the Constitutional treaty would not 
have changed their legal significance, but which were deemed to be written in a more appropriate 
manner4. After consolidation the main difference with the other options would be that there would be 
no overlap between the amended TEU and Part I (or between the amended TEC and Part III, 
contrary to options Alpha and Beta). The suppression of the pillar structure would not be visible for 
others than experts in EU law. This version of a New treaty would be hardly possible to understand 
for others than specialised experts and would therefore be extremely difficult to explain to the public 
in general, to voters in the countries where referendums are necessary, and to members of parliament 
in the other cases. The consolidated results would also be very difficult to explain and even to be used 
by practitioners.

O ptio n s fo r  t h e  su p p l e m e n t a r y  a m e n d in g  pro to co ls

Three options have been explored for the text of the supplementary amending protocols.

■ A first option would consist of a single protocol listing only the amendments to each relevant article of
the TEU and TEC, following the order of the presently applicable treaties.

■ A second option (Annexes 2A and 2B) is being preferred, which is based on applying as far as possible
the logic of transparency and legibility. The amendments are therefore being split into two protocols,
a Protocol on the functioning o f  the Union, and a Protocol on the Development o f the Union’s Policies in Order to 
Meet the Challenges oj the XXIst Century. Amendments are then organised by subject matter.

Both options would enable to apply to the TEU and TEC all the innovations contained in the Constitutional treaty and 
specially those which are somewhat hidden in its Part III.

■ A third option would be that which has been chosen by Mr Lequiller. It seems far more elegant than
our options 1 & 2, as it does not go into the details of the wording of articles. It is also more legible at 
first sight. There are however some very important drawback in this technique.

Further explanations and assessments o f  the advantages and drawbacks o f the explored options are given in the following 
section.

4 These numbers refer to the French versions of the Constitutional treaty, the TEU and the TEC. In other language versions, 
the numbers might vary slightly, because one of the reasons of the changes in drafting was that the legal experts of the Council 
have used the opportunity of the 2003-2003 IGC in order to ensure a better correspondence of the different language versions. 
The annexes of this memorandum are based upon the French version of the treaties, as it is the version used as a basis for 
work in the Legal services of the Commission and Council.
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Further explanations and
ASSESSMENTS OF ADVANTAGES AND DRAWBACKS OF THE EXPLORED OPTIONS

As mentioned earlier, with the exception of option 3 for the protocols, all options explored in this 
study take over almost all the innovations contained in the Constitutional treaty. They only leave aside 
the merely symbolic changes like the title of the treaty or the symbols of the Union — which are 
particularly linked to the constitutional character of the treaty signed in Rome on 29 October 2004. 
The assumptions underlying this technique are that:

the reasons which led to reject the treaty in the French and Dutch referendum seem not to be 
linked to the innovations contained in the Constitutional treaty, put to its supposedly 
constitutional nature, or to clauses which are already existing in the presendy applicable treaty and 
which are not being repealed by those negative votes;

the twenty governments who overdy support the Constitutional treaty do not want to give in on 
these innovations;

it is the technique which leaves the smallest margin for those governments which might be 
tempted to reopen the package deal accepted at the European Council of 18 June 2004.

*

■ The preferred option for a NEW TREATY (presented as Annex l 5 6) consists in a M ew  tr ea ty  o f  70 
a r t ic le s  o r g a n is e d  in  X I T itles, w ith  a to ta l o f  a b ou t 12 800 w o rd s6 in the French version (as 
opposed to the 448 articles with a total of about 63 000 words of the Constitutional treaty).

Tides I to IX are taking over the text of Part I of the Constitutional treaty, with 3 small modifications.

Alternative denominations are explored for the Minister of Foreign Affairs and for the legal acts of 
the Union. The hypothesis of leaving aside the clause on primacy of EU law is also being explored.

Tide X allows for the transformation of Part III into two protocols.

Title XI adapts part IV to the New treaty and its protocols.

The Charter gets binding force through a single clause and the necessary references in some other 
articles of the New treaty, and Part II is thus not reproduced in the text of the New treaty.

This New treaty would replace the text of the present Treaty on the European Union (TEU: 
Maastricht Treaty of 1992 as amended by the treaties of Amsterdam and Nice).

Instead of Part III of the Constitutional treaty, the Treaty establishing the European
Community (TEC: Treaty of Rome of 1957 as amended by the Single European Act 1986, and the 
treaties of Maastricht 1992, Amsterdam 1997 and Nice 2001) would be amended in order to draw 
all the necessary consequences of the New treaty — including the single legal personality of the

5 The annexes of this memorandum are based upon the French version of the treaties, as it is the version used as a basis for 
work in the Legal services of the Commission and Council.
6 This does not include the preamble.
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Union and the suppression of the pillar structure. This amended TEC might be complemented by 
new legal bases to be agreed upon by the IGC (climate change etc.).

The adaptation of the EC Treaty would be dealt with in two supplementary protocols: a
Protocol on the functioning o f the Union, and a Protocol on the Development o f  the Union’s Policies in Order to Meet 
the Challenges o f the XXIst Century. The second protocol covers the innovations of the Constitutional 
treaty as far as the detailed distribution of competences between the Union and its member states are 
concerned, while the first protocol is only of an institutional nature. A single protocol containing the 
text of these two protocols is also feasible. Such an option would however not make it clear that some 
amendments are the direct result of the institutional changes in the New treaty, whereas other 
amendments result in a development of the Union’s Policies. Furthermore, if new clauses — e.g. on 
climate change, etc. — were added by the IGC, their details would fit quite naturally in the second 
protocol, with the necessary visibility and coherence.

Titles I to IX of the new Treaty are taking over the text of Part I of the Constitutional treaty, with a 
small number of modifications

i. Article 7 refers to the Charter of fundamental rights as Article 1-9 of the Constitutional 
treaty did. It contains however a supplementary paragraph, which states that with the entry 
into force of the New treaty, the Charter will become legally binding — in the wording of the 
Constitutional treaty, which has slightly amended the version of December 2000. This allows 
avoiding the reproduction of the text of Part II of the Constitutional treaty in the text of the 
New treaty itself, while producing the same legal effects. In legal and political terms, one may 
thus say that the new treaty takes over parts I & II of the Constitutional treaty, i.e. its 
substance. There are also references to the Charter in some other article which are referring to 
“the Constitution” in Part I.

ii. The Preamble of the Constitutional treaty, and articles 1-1 Establishm ent o f the Union, 
1-2 The Union’s values and 1-8 The symbols o f the Union are not taken over as such in 
the New treaty. The reason is that, together with the title “Treaty establishing a Constitution fo r  
Europe”, they are the clauses of the Constitutional treaty which most specifically point to its 
constitutional character.

Instead, article 1 of the New treaty would simply take over article 1 of the present TEU — with 
the necessary adaptations.

The content of article 2 on values would be transferred into article 56 on Conditions o f eligibility 
and procedure fo r  accession to the Union (article 1-58 of the Constitutional treaty) because this article 
refers to the values previously enumerated in article 1-2. Alternatively, this article 56 could take 
over the Copenhagen criteria.

There would be no big preamble to the New treaty, which might simply explain in a sentence 
why there is a need for a new treaty, and which might further on refer to the Berlin 
Declaration of 25 March 2007.

The Charter of Fundamental rights, which would be published at the same time as the New 
treaty but as a separate document, would stay with its own Preamble (as in Part II of the 
Constitutional treaty).
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iii. References to the Constitution in the wording of the articles of part I are replaced by
references to the New treaty, and/or to the Charter, and/or to the EC treaty, according 
to where the corresponding clauses are to be found. References to Part III of the Constitution 
are systematically replaced by references to the EC treaty.

Furthermore three elements have been explored as a consequence of the questionnaire addressed by 
the German Presidency to Member States in the week of 16 to 22 April7, but they have not been 
incorporated in our drafts:

A new denomination is being explored for the minister of foreign affairs : a number of 
alternative denominations would come to mind. The option of calling him/her simply 
Commissioner for foreign affairs is probably not available, as it would not make clear that 
contrary to other members of the Commission, the minister of foreign affairs is submitted to a 
double accountability, to Parliament and Council.

New denominations are being explored for the legal acts (European laws and framework laws, 
regulations etc.).

It has indeed appeared that some governments ask not to take over the denominations of European 
laws and framework laws on one side, and European regulation on the other, as they probably 
understand it as a symbol of the constitutional nature of the treaty.

It has to be underlined that in the Convention’s and IGC’s work, the adoption of the vocabulary of 
laws and framework laws was not a consequence of the name “constitutional” treaty, but an answer to 
the Laeken questions about simplification, democratisation and transparency. It was the result of a 
work which was reducing the number of different legal acts, and putting order into them, especially in 
view of distinguishing the acts of a mainly executive nature, to be adopted by the Commission and 
some other institutions, and the acts which involve the parliament and the Council in its legislative 
capacity.

Since the Treaty of Maastricht, Article 207 of the EC Treaty refers to the Council acting in “its 
legislative capacity", and the Protocol on subsidiarity which was adopted together with the Treaty of 
Amsterdam refers to “legislative acts”, which are usually adopted in co-decision by the Council and 
Parliament. For this reason the Rules of procedure of the Council also refer to “legislative acts". The 
same applies also the Council and Parliament decision on comitology, which now even refers to 
“legislative acts” and to “quasi-legislative acts”.

The work of the Convention on the legal acts of the Union has to be appreciated in this light. The 
notion o i “lan?’ is not a result of some kind of “statehood’ of the Union. Nor is it the consequence of 
the fact that the Treaty has a “constitutional character. The new categories of acts are the result of the 
effort of simplification, which is the direct continuation of efforts of the Italian government and some 
other member states since the negotiation which led to the adoption of the Single European Act in 
1986. The reference to “legislative” acts is linked to the further democratisation of the Union through 
the principle of an “ordinary legislative procedure” where the Parliament is co-legislator with the Council.

Replacing the vocabulary of the Constitutional treaty, i.e. European laws and framework laws by the 
presendy used vocabulary of directives and regulations would involve very serious drawbacks:

7 It has been publicised amongst others in the Newsletter of the Delegation of the European Parliament in Paris “Les amis de 
la Constitution”, on 20 April.
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- In order to maintain the distinction between “legislative acts” (usually involving the Parliament” and 
“non legislative” acts, a third category has to be used, which is called regulation in the Constitutional 
treaty. Another expression like decree or ordinance is difficult to find with precise equivalent in the 23 
official languages, and it furthermore bears some strong implications in a series of member states 
where it would therefore probably create problems of acceptability;

- Using the vocabulary of directives and regulations might lead to leave aside an extremely important 
aspect of simplification and delivery which had been written down within Part III, namely establishing 
with clarity when “legislative acts” have to be used, and when not. This could lead to a reduction of 
the cases where the European Parliament is involved in decision making, as compared to the 
Constitutional treaty.

The suppression of the restatement of the principle of primacy would not make a significant 
change from the legal point of view, but it would most probably raise some concern with the 
governments who are attached to the Constitutional treaty and with some specialists, as the mere 
fact that it would not any more appear in the New treaty could be used as an argument against the 
persistence of this principle which is established since 42 years in the ECJ’s case law.

We have explored an alternative, i.e. referring to principles of the jurisprudence, with an appropriate 
declaration. We are however conscious that such a formulation might also raise some concern with 
the UK. Another alternative might be to suppress not only the principle of primacy but also the 
principle of conferral, which is implied in the fact that from the point of view of international law the 
EU has the characteristics of an international organisation, and not of a state.

The new title X deals with further clauses about the functioning and policies of the Union, by
means of only four articles. Two entirely new short articles refer to the EC treaty for the content — 
instead of having a full part III. Two other articles take over articles from Part IV of the 
Constitutional treaty, i.e. the two simplified revision procedures. This would help clarifying to the 
public that the text of the treaties are not “written into marble”, especially as far as the functioning 
and policies of the Union are concerned.

The new title XI on general and final provisions is taking over most of the provisions of Part IV, 
which are indispensable for the application of the New treaty and of the amended TEC. It leaves 
aside the articles of part IV which resulted from the repeal of the present treaties. Part III was 
necessary because the present treaties were being repealed by the Constitutional treaty. As the New 
treaty would not repeal the presently applicable treaties, it could dispense with Part III or with a treaty 
taking over the content of Part III, as long as the presently applicable treaty are amended in order to 
adapt so that they include the innovations of the “substance” of the Constitutional treaty.

Once the new Treaty and protocols would have entered into force, the new treaty on the European 
Union and the amended EC treaty would have the same legal value — as is the case for the TEU 
and TEC at present. Furthermore, the Charter would have the same legal value as the new 
TEU and the amended TEC.

There is no need of a clause like the “Spinclli clause” of the 1984 draft EU treaty which had been 
adopted by the European Parliament. This clause foresaw that in case of conflict, the new treaty 
would have precedence over the old ones. Indeed, such a clause — which is also advocated by Mr 
Lequiller -  would not be acceptable for those member states who want to have a maximum assurance 
that future developments of EU competences would not happen without their consent. Such a clause 
would also place too heavy a political burden on the European Court of Justice, which would have to
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decide in the very numerous cases of conflicting interpretations that would result from such a clause 
clause.

The clauses of the second and third pillar of the TEU which are not being taken over in an amended 
form in the New treaty would be subsequendy amended by the supplementary protocols, and 
transferred to the EC treaty. Therefore there would be no doubt as to the fact that there is no 
pillar structure anymore.

In order to avoid any legal confusion, the words “European Community” would be replaced by
“European Union” in the text of the EC treaty. If needed, the IGC could decide to change the name 
of the EC treaty in order to further underline that there is only one European Union. Conversely it 
could decide to keep the name of the treaty in order to underline the continuity with the present 
treaties, and insert into the TEC a clause stating the identity between European Community and 
European Union.

The main advantages of this option are the following:

It follows a technique which allows reducing to a minimum the negotiations upon what 
should be taken over from the Constitutional treaty in a new treaty. The repartition of clauses 
between parts I and III serves as simple and clear guideline. Only clauses of part I are taken over 
in the New treaty, those of part III being dealt with in protocols. It would therefore make it easier 
for the IGC to quickly achieve a political agreement on the method and to delegate the technical 
work to the legal experts from the member states and the General secretariat of the Council. At 
political level, the IGC could therefore entirely concentrate upon the drafting of possible new 
clauses like legal bases for climate change etc.

It results in a short and readable text for a New treaty — as Part I of the Constitutional treaty was 
intended.

The final consolidated structure of the primary law of the Union — once all amendments of the 
two protocols would have been applied in a new “consolidated version” of the treaties — would be 
made of only two treaties8 and the Charter, and a number of protocols equivalent to those 
which accompany the Constitutional treaty. Separating the Charter from the two treaties solves 
the formal problem of the strange position of its Preamble in the Constitutional treaty, i.e. after 
the articles of Part I. The Charter has its own numbering of articles and is thus easy to reproduce 
and distribute separately to citizens.

The main drawbacks of this option could be the following:

The New treaty does not contain all the innovations of the Constitutional treaty, because 
some of them are contained in Part III: this is true for institutional details and for new or 
modified legal bases for EU action (like civil protection, tourism, administrative cooperation etc.). 
One needs to read the protocols to have a complete overview.

The new treaty might appear more innovating than it really is — a problem which was already 
present with the Constitutional treaty. Indeed even Part I was already often drawing on existing 
clauses of the present treaties. This kind of optical illusion is however less extended with the

8 Plus the EURATOM treaty, as would have been the case with the Constitutional treaty.
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preferred option than it was the case with the Constitutional treaty, because Part III is not taken 
over in the treaty itself.

*

■ A SECOND OPTION would also consist in a New treaty plus accompanying protocols. It would be to a 
certain extent similar to the preferred option, but the New treaty would be longer, as it also would 
include a number of clauses which are to be found in Part III of the Constitutional treaty. The 
protocols would therefore be somewhat shorter than with the preferred option. The New treaty 
would have a to ta l o f  86 a r t i c le s  a n d  a b o u t18 000 w o rd s  in the French version. This option would 
adopt the technique used by Mr Lequiller (Chairman of the EU Standing delegation of the French 
National Assembly on EU affairs and former member of the Convention). It would however have to 
take into account some of the legal technical problems that Mr Lequiller’s draft did not consider 
(general and final and transitional clauses), or which he did solve in a manner that would probably not 
be acceptable to member states (Mr Lequiller is using the Spinelli clause). It would have to be more 
exhaustive than the draft proposed by Mr Lequiller.

As opposed to our preferred option— which follows the division of the Constitutional treaty between 
parts I and III —, this second option would raise the question of the criteria to be used in order 
to choose which clauses from part III would be taken over in the New treaty, and which clauses 
would simply be treated as amendments to be inserted in the protocols. The dilemmas linked to these 
choices are illustrated not only by the draft proposed by Mr Lequiller, but also by those proposed by 
MEPs Andrew Duff and Gerard Onesta, who have explored the possibilities of splitting the 
Constitutional treaty in two (a “Constitution” and a “Treaty”).

A first possible criterion would be that of the “constitutional character” of the clauses which 
would have to be taken over. It is the criterion used by MEP Onesta. His draft shows clearly that 
there is ample room for discussion of what has a “constitutional character” and what does not. This is 
opening the door for very long negotiation. The same would apply to the criterion of the “substance” 
of the constitutional treaty, as it is not defined anywhere.

A second possible criterion would be that of the “innovations”. One would take over the clauses 
of Part III that represent an innovation as regards the present treaties, and which do not derive from 
the mechanical application of the innovations of Part 1/the New treaty. This would result in taking 
over not only institutional changes, but also some modifications in the formulation of legal bases of 
the EC Treaty (for instance the new article III-284 on civil protection, or the addition in article 65 
TEC on judicial cooperation in civil matters, the addition of “effective access to justice”). The New 
treaty would therefore contain a series of minor changes on policies which would make it very 
difficult to understand, and deprive it from its character of a framework treaty.

Furthermore, as clauses on policies would be split between the New treaty and the amended EC 
treaty, it would create the impression that there are two categories of policies, with a hierarchy 
between them. To a certain extent this might seem to be already the case with the Constitutional 
treaty, because Part I contains “specific provisions” applicable to the foreign and security policy, to 
the common security and defence policy and to the area of freedom, security and justice. But these 
“specific provisions” may also be considered as more extended clauses on competences and hence 
their place in the New treaty is justified, as it was in Part I.
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A third possible criterion would be to limit the choice of clauses to take over from Part III to 
“innovations” which have an “institutional character” (not “constitutional”) and which do not 
automatically derive from the New treaty. It seems to be the idea of Mr Lequiller’s draft. We have 
explored that direction in a more comprehensive way than Mr Lequiller’s draft. For instance, whereas 
Mr Lequiller’s draft takes over the budgetary procedure, but not the ordinary legislative procedure, we 
would take over both of them. With this criterion of “innovations with an institutional character” it 
would be logical to leave the other innovations relating to specific legal bases to a specific Protocol 
like the "Protocol on the Development o f the Union’s Policies in Order to Meet the Challenges o f  the XXIst Century 
which we propose.

The final consolidated structure of the primary law of the Union would be the same as in option 
Alpha: only two treaties and the Charter1.

The main advantage of this second option, as opposed to our preferred option, would be to enable 
to be more comprehensive in taking over the institutional innovations of the Constitutional treaty into 
the New treaty.

Its main drawback would however be that there is still ample room for discussion about which 
clauses of Part III should be taken over in the New treaty, and which clauses should be dealt with by 
the Protocol on the Functioning o f the Union. It might even lead to limit the New treaty to what is really an 
innovation as compared to the present treaties, and hence result in a treaty which is close to option 
Delta, but shorter: the so much criticised “mini treaty”. If on the contrary one would attempt to take 
over all the innovations, the proposed New treaty would be quite unbalanced in its wording, with 
some very long articles on institutional details taken over from Part III.

■ AN THIRD OPTION could be envisaged, similar to our preferred option as far as the text of the New 
treaty is concerned. It would again consist in a New treaty plus accompanying protocols. There would 
be one important difference to the preferred option: the New treaty would not be intended to replace 
the present TEU, but to complement both the amended TEU and the amended TEC. The protocols 
would be similar to the protocols of our preferred option, with an important exception: there would 
be no need to transfer amended clauses from the TEU into the TEC.

The end result after consolidation would therefore be different from the preferred option. Instead 
of two treaties9 10 and the Charter there would be three treaties: the New treaty, the amended EU treaty, 
and the amended EC treaty (plus the Charter). The EU treaty would only contain a few articles, i.e. 
those articles on the second and third pillar which have not been taken over in an amended form in 
Part I of the Constitutional treaty.

The only possible advantage of this third option as compared with the two first options would be to 
further contribute to insist on the continuity with the present treaties. The main drawback of this 
option is that the end result after consolidation would be particularly inelegant and complicated to 
handle. It would also give the impression that the pillar structure is maintained.

*

9 Plus the EURATOM treaty, as would have been the case with the Constitutional treaty.
10 Plus the EURATOM treaty, as would have been the case with the Constitutional treaty.
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■ A FOURTH OPTION would consist in one single New treaty, without new supplementary
protocols. It would follow the technique that was adopted for the Single European Act of 1986, the 
Maastricht treaty of 1992, the Amsterdam treaty of 1997 and the Nice treaty of 2001.

This treaty would only contain amendments to the present treaties, i.e. a list of amendments to 60 out 
of the 63 articles of the treaty on the European Union and a list of amendments to 217 out of 317 
articles the treaty establishing the European Community. This number would be reached by 
renouncing to amendments to 80 articles, of the TEC, which would not have changed their legal 
significance but were deemed to be written in a more appropriate manner11.

A fter co n s o lid a t io n  of the amendments the EU would be governed by tw o  tr ea tie s  a n d  th e  
Charter; i.e. the amended TEU and the amended TEC12. The main difference with the three first 
options would be that there would be no overlap between the amended TEU and Part I (nor between 
the amended TEC and Part III, contrary to options one and two). The suppression of the pillar 
structure would not be visible for others than experts in EU law.

The only advantage of this option is that it is the most simple to realise from a technical point of 
view and that it minimises possible confusions between what is new and what has already been 
approved by previous ratifications. The technique followed would be that of the first option which 
has been explored for the protocols.

The main drawbacks of this option would be that the suppression of the pillar structure would not 
be visible for others than experts in EU law. It would be impossible to get a general picture of the 
changes by looking at the new treaties, contrary to the three first options, which follow in that sense 
the logic of the Constitutional treaty. It would also make it more tempting for some governments to 
try and reduce the scope of changes as compared to the Constitutional treaty, as the consequences of 
a limitation in the number of amendments would not become immediately visible. Such a version of a 
New treaty would be hardly possible to understand for others than specialised experts and would 
therefore be extremely difficult to explain to the public, to voters in the countries where referendums 
are necessary, and to members of parliament in the other cases. The consolidated results would also 
be very difficult to explain and also to be used by practitioners.

**

Options for the protocols
Any of the options for protocols explored here might be adapted to three first options which have 
been explored for the New treaty. The differences between these protocol options relate to their 
legibility and to the transparency of the process, having in mind the debates that will take place in 
Parliaments and in public opinion, especially in those countries where a referendum will be held, due 
to legal constraints or to the initiative of national political leaders. There are no differences between 
the two first options in legal terms. There are also no differences between the two first options as far 
as the end result after consolidation is concerned. Option 3 on the contrary generates some new 
issues which are briefly discussed. A very important difference between option one and option two is 
the fact that the second options makes it far more easy to differentiate between merely technical 
adaptations, which would be covered by the first protocol, and which could easily be handled at the

11 These numbers refer to the French versions of the Constitutional treaty, the TEU and the TEC. In other language versions, 
the numbers might vary slightly, because one of the reasons of the changes in drafting was that the legal experts of the Council 
have used the opportunity of the 2003-2003 IGC in order to ensure a better correspondence of the different language versions.
12 Plus the EURATOM treaty, as would have been the case with the Constitutional treaty.
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level of legal experts of the IGC, and adaptations relating to policies, which would be dealt with in the 
second protocol, and which would probably need more discussion at the political level in the IGC.

*

■ Option 1 would consist in a single protocol, listing all the amendments to each relevant article of the
TEU and TEC, following the order of the presendy applicable treaties.
The amendment technique would often to be the presentation of the entire new text of articles or at 
least paragraphs which are modified. Indeed, in most cases there are too many words and/or 
expressions modified in the same article or paragraph, and it is therefore not possible to draft the 
amendments in the most classical form, i.e. “in article xxx the words mmm will be replace by the words nnn ” 
The wording of tide X of the New treaty would be adapted to the existence of a single Protocol.
The resulting text, before consolidation, would be very long and only meaningful for experts in EU 
law.

■ Option 2 (Annexes 2A and 2B) is trying to apply the logic of transparency and legibility to the
protocols, in view of the debates in public opinion.
First, the amendments are being split into two protocols, a Protocol on the functioning o f  the Union, and a 
Protocol on the Development o f the Union’s Policies in Order to Meet the Challenges o f  the XXIst Century.
Second, amendments are organised in each protocol by subject matter.
For the first protocol these would be for instance amendments deriving from the adoption of new 
instruments (European laws and framework laws and European regulations and decisions, instead of 
directives, regulations, decisions, framework decisions etc.), amendments deriving from the creation 
of new institutions (Minister of Foreign Affairs etc.).
For the second protocol, they could also be grouped in order to put the major innovations at the 
forefront: amendments relating to the Union’s external action, amendments relating to the area of 
freedom, security and justice, amendments relating to the internal market, etc. Here again the 
presentation should be as transparent as possible.
There are different possible choices within this option, which have only consequences in terms of 
legibility, but no legal or political consequences. Annexes 2A and 2B are exploring one of these 
possibilities. The final choice could easily be left to the experts of the Council and member states as 
far as the structure of protocols are concerned, while the content of the second part, would have to be 
discussed at political level as far as new policy elements are concerned, which had not been discussed 
in the IGC of 2003-2004, like for instance climate change.

■ Option 3 is the option which been chosen by Mr Lequiller. It is far more elegant as it does not go into
the details of the wording of articles. It is also more legible at first sight. There are however some 
important drawbacks in this technique.
First, it leaves room for interpretation of what is exactly meant by the protocol. The consolidation of 
the amendments therefore leaves room for negotiation and for discussion on the interpretation of the 
relevant treaty provisions. A good number of governments are certainly not ready to accept such a 
degree of uncertainty.
Second, these protocols are based on a selection of provisions from Part III which would be taken 
over. This opens the door for negotiations about which provisions should be taken over and which 
not, and choices to be made are not technical but political. Hence the IGC would probably need far 
more time to come to an agreement than with options 1 and 2.

*
* *
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